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CASE 621F and 721F Wheel Loaders Named 2016 Asphalt Contractor Top 30 Editor’s Choice 
Awards Winners  
The CASE 621F and 721F wheel loaders were selected as some of the industry’s most unique, 
innovative and preferred products for 2016.  
 
Racine, Wis., June 3, 2016 
 
CASE Construction Equipment’s 621F and 721F wheel loaders were recognized as part of the 2016 
Asphalt Contractor Top 30 Editor’s Choice Awards. The awards were chosen by the Asphalt Contractor 
editorial staff for meeting a set of criteria including longevity and consistency in the market, dependability, 
uniqueness and innovation. The staff also factored in how much interest the products received in their 
Buyer’s Guide. 
 
“Equipment is the lifeblood of our readers’ businesses ‒ the right equipment choices can mean the 
difference between a profit or a loss on a project,” says Amy Schwandt, Asphalt Contractor group 
publisher.  
 
Asphalt Contractor editor, Lisa Cleaver, continued, “On today’s road building projects, asphalt 
contractors need to possess every advantage they can. Having the best equipment in their fleets and 
tools in their toolboxes make them more competitive. This year’s Top 30 Editor’s Choice Awards reflect 
those products that have the ability to add profits and increase productivity. The list also includes some 
exciting new introductions, which offer the latest innovations. To honor those products which achieve 
these ideals, we offer this year’s Top 30 Editor’s Choice Awards.” 
 
The 621F and 721F wheel loaders meet Tier 4 Final emissions standards with a selective catalytic 
reduction (SCR) solution that treats emissions separately with Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) and does not 
require the engine to re-circulate exhaust gas. This improves fuel efficiency (up to 20 percent greater 
than previous solutions), lowers exhaust temperatures, and provides excellent throttle response and 
simplified maintenance without sacrificing power. The 621F and 721F wheel loaders produce 162 and 
179 net rated horsepower (121 and 133 kW), respectively, and feature powerful and quick hydraulics and 
four programmable power modes that allow users to match the machine output to available engine 
power. 
 
For more information on the 621F and 721F wheel loaders, visit www.CaseCE.com/WL. Additional 
information on award recipients can be found in the May issue of Asphalt Contractor and online at 
ForConstructionPros.com. 
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CASE Construction Equipment sells and supports a full line of construction equipment around the world, 
including the No. 1 backhoe loaders, excavators, motor graders, wheel loaders, vibratory compaction 
rollers, crawler dozers, skid steers, compact track loaders and rough-terrain forklifts. Through CASE 
dealers, customers have access to a true professional partner with world-class equipment and 
aftermarket support, industry-leading warranties and flexible financing. More information is available at 
www.CaseCE.com. 
  
CASE Construction Equipment is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V., a World leader in Capital Goods listed 

http://www.casece.com/
http://casece.com/en_us/Equipment/Wheel-Loaders/Pages/721F.aspx
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on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE: CNHI) and on the Mercato Telematico Azionario of the Borsa 
Italiana (MI: CNHI). More information about CNH Industrial can be found online at www.cnhind.com. 
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